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In this edition, we pay tribute to Al Bowen, who passed away 30 years ago while attending the Texas Star Party in 1992. While
many of us may not have known him, he is the namesake of the observatory at the dark site and helped shape the club we call
T.A.S. The above is a screenshot of the June, 2000, announcement of the official dedication of the Al Bowen Observatory.
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Dr. Matthew Siegler
Research Professor, Southern Methodist University
Research Scientist with Planetary Science Institute
Bio
Per Dr. Matthew Siegler’s bio at wixsite.com, he got the science bug early from
watching Carl Sagan videos and interning at Fermilab. After double majoring in
Physics and Film at Cornell University, Dr. Siegler earned his Ph.D. in Geophysics
and Space Physics from the University of California in Los Angeles (UCLA), where he
entertained the department with his student films. He then became a real life
geophysicist at JPL researching the Moon and Mars. Before coming to Dallas, his
film degree also allowed him to work on the revamped Cosmos Series as a script
advisor and as a series producer/director for the PhDetours online series for PhDTV
(Part of PHD Comics).
Dr. Siegler is currently a research scientist at the Planetary Science Institute and
research faculty at Southern Methodist University in Dallas, TX, where he teaches an
intro planetary class and he advises several graduate students. He focuses on
thermal processes, data analysis, modeling and instrument design for NASA
planetary missions. He is currently a Co-Investigator on the LRO, InSight, OSIRISREx, Mars 2020, Juno, and upcoming Viper and lunar CLPS missions.

Presentation Title
NASA’s Planetary Missions: Dr. Siegler will be updating us on a number of different NASA missions he is working on including the Mars
Perseverance rover.
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The President’s Universe
By Tammy Onufreiczuk, TAS President

Howdy, TAS!
Our Spectrum Editor, Maggie, has been hard at work for months with some of our long-time members to put this special edition
together on Al Bowen, the namesake of our Al Bowen Observatory at the dark site. I know I’m looking forward to reading this issue to
learn more about the history of TAS and one of the many people whose contributions make this club so special. Thank you to all the
contributors of this edition for making this happen. It’s so important for all of us to realize what our earlier members did to make a
positive impact that is still ongoing today.
Dr. Michael Pierce presented “FHiRE: a New Precision Radial Velocity Spectrograph for the University of Wyoming's 2.3-meter Telescope
and What We Hope to Do With It” at the March meeting. Attendees got to hear about how FHiRE came about, some of the challenges
they faced with the build, and the exoplanet research that they’ll be doing with it. We had a lot of great conversation with Dr. Pierce
about the project and are very appreciative of the time he gave us; some of our members were even ready to jump in with problem
solving for the project. The recording is available on the member website for anyone who wants to watch.
Our April speaker is Dr. Matthew Siegler, Research Professor at Southern Methodist University and Research Scientist with Planetary
Science Institute. He’ll be speaking to us about NASA’s Planetary Missions, including his work on the Mars Perseverance rover.
In March, the board voted to resume public outreach, including our star parties. The Stargeezer Star Party was held on 4/2 and was a
great success with 25 visitors in attendance. Thank you to Huey Stevens, Chaz Hafey, Lloyd Lashbrook, Larry Burger, Eric Vines, Eric
Pittman, and Jonathan Stone for making this happen. If you’re interested in volunteering for star parties, reach out to Huey stevens and
Matthew Cooper, our TAS Public Outreach Co-Coordinators.
Did you know that ancient cultures gave full moons names to aid with tracking of the months and seasons? This month’s full moon on
4/16 is Full Pink Moon, referring to pink phlox wildflowers that bloom in early spring. There are several names given to the moons across
different cultures. To learn more, visit https://www.timeanddate.com/astronomy/moon/full-moon-names.html.
April has a couple of other interesting highlights, including the peak of the Lyrid Meteor Shower on 4/22-23. On 4/29, look in the
evening sky, just after sunset, to see Mercury greatest elongation east. If you take a quick snapshot of any of these events, email it to me
at president@texasastro.org, and I’ll show it in the next general meeting.
As a reminder, watch for an upcoming workday announcement for bunkbed delivery and assembly. Fingers crossed that we’ll be able to
get to work on this in early May! We have a lot of things to care for at the site, so any and all help is appreciated.
We still have a big need for volunteers to help keep our club and dark site great. Please consider stepping up if you have time and
interest. Contact me if you can help.
•

Director position

•

Beginner OBSIG meetings host

•

Dark site manager/committee

•

Observatory steward

Clear Skies!
Tammy Onufreiczuk
President
Texas Astronomical Society of Dallas
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A Bee in His Bonnet (a true vignette starring Al Bowen)
by Dona Mularkey
Back in the 1980’s when I was TAS President, I asked for volunteers for a work party on the site in Kaufman.
We were building the wooden forms for a set of new pads to be poured the following week. (Much
smaller than today’s, and without electricity.) Al Bowen was always the first to volunteer.
Not a very physical guy, he did anything and everything. When we gathered on the site on a lovely spring
morning, he noticed scads of bees and wasps. He wisely mentioned to us that he was allergic to this sort
of pest, and that if he got stung we would need to get him to medical facility ASAP. This was before
EpiPens.
Sure enough, he accidentally sat on a bee or a wasp. Coincidently, I had taken a first aid course for scuba
diving, so I went to my car for a bottle of Adolph’s meat tenderizer. I was taught that a paste made of
Adolph’s and water would neutralize the protein in the venom. I gave instructions to the other guys there
that day, went over by my car and turned my back, and Al dropped his pants. The guys applied the paste.
I am glad to say it worked, no mad dash to Kaufman was needed, and we finished the forms.
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What a trooper Al was.

Dallas
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Alfred V. Bowen (1943-1992)
By David Hasenauer.

This month marks the 30th anniversary of Al Bowen’s death at the 1992 Texas Star Party. I wanted to share some personal recollections
of Al, the namesake for the Atoka site Learning Center/Observatory. Al was a fellow TAS astronomer, my annual TSP roommate, and my
Optical Design mentor at Texas Instruments (TI). Most of all, Al was a dear friend.
After earning a degree in mathematics, Al joined Bausch & Lomb (B&L) in Rochester, NY in 1968. There, he was trained to be an Optical
Designer. Training mathematicians or physicists for optical design work was typical at that time, as there were very few academic
programs dedicated to optics. From B&L, he joined Wollensak in Rochester, a manufacturer of movie lenses. Wollensak unfortunately
ceased operation in 1972, but Rochester’s loss was Dallas’ gain, when Al joined TI. I believe he initially worked at the Lemon Avenue
facility, but I met him at Forest Lane. This was all part of the Defense Systems and Electronics Group (DSEG) that eventually was acquired
by Raytheon.
For many years, I thought that my first meeting with Al was during my TI interview in April of 1981. In my archives I happened to run
across an old Rochester Junior Astronomy Club newsletter from 1972 that mentioned a presentation on “Galaxies” that Al, then
President of the “Senior” Astronomy Club, gave to our club. It added, “Members enjoyed Mr. Bowen’s oration so much, it was suggested
that we cassette record future presentations.” For any of you that had the pleasure to listen to Al give a talk, preside as Master of
Ceremonies at the TSP Great Texas Giveaway, or just to chat one-on-one, his intelligence and lightning-fast wit were delightful, and it was
always time well spent. I recall one TAS meeting at the old Coca Cola Bottling Plant, where our speaker was a meteorologist presenting
on “localized weather”. When, during the Q&A session he mentioned some study that showed that average temperature of urban
Washington, D.C. was a few degrees higher than the surrounding area, Al quickly remarked, “Well, we know where all the hot air is
coming from.”
While I considered Al a “best friend”, I was not alone. He was friendly, gracious, and helpful to everyone. He was an easy man to like,
and to enjoy being around. His generosity was boundless. I recall one TAS member whose home was robbed, and she had her
eyepiece case stolen (fortunately her C-8 was too big for a quick getaway). Al heard the news and gave her several extra eyepieces that
he had. Al was well known in the TAS (and the Ft. Worth group) for his extensive collection of astronomically related 35-mm slides. In
the days before Power Point, he could always be counted on to put together an amazing slide show talk, or loan slides for others to use.
Al loved classical music and had an extensive vinyl collection. The local classical music radio station learned of this, and Al would
regularly loan out his records for them to play on the air. I also recently learned that during his first decade in Dallas, he volunteered at
the Dallas area Children’s Hospital to read to and entertain the young patients.
Among those at TI DSEG involved with electro-optical systems, Al was known by essentially everyone, respected and well-liked. He had
an interesting organizational system with large stacks of papers on his cubicle desk. Ask him a question, it would seem he would
randomly reach into one of the many paper stacks, somewhere near the middle, and voila, retrieve the needed information! He had a
similar organizational system for all his things at home, and somehow, it worked for him!
In addition to Al’s love of classical music and astronomy, he enjoyed collecting rare books, reading history and science fiction, and
writing, and Al loved to do nature photography with his Hasselblad, Nikon, or medium-format Pentax cameras. After I moved to
California, Al would sometimes make a side-trip to visit during his periodic photography trips through the southwestern national parks.
Al also enjoyed doing public astronomy outreach. He had a very interesting 6” Jones-Bird reflector which used a spherical primary with
an air-spaced doublet corrector. He co-wrote an article about the design with Thomas Bird that appeared in Telescope Making #3
(Spring 1979). Al was never married, so after Al died, that scope went to his nephew. Al also had a 6” classical Maksutov catadioptric.
Frankly, I don’t recall its origins, or where it ended up, but it was superb optically. Al’s pride-and-joy was his 6” f/9 Astro-physics
apochromatic refractor on a Byers 812 mount. I am happy to say that this telescope is still collecting photons in California, as I
purchased that scope from Al’s brother. I added a plaque to the telescope with an excerpt from Al’s Spectrum article, “A Wisp of Light”:
We peer across the enormous void of space, and, though alone, we feel safe. Such great events seem incomprehensibly distant. But
we must never forget that we are part of all this, formed from the fabric of light and dark that surrounds us.
Al left this world way too soon, at the age of 48. However, he died at the Texas Star Party, pursuing one of his many passions, in a place
that he loved to visit. Despite his short life, he greatly enriched the lives of all that knew him.

Some photos of Al and friends are on the following pages. (all pictures by the author, unless otherwise noted):
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Al Bowen & Steve Stayton
(former TAS member & TI’er),
with Al’s 6” Maksutov and
Hasselblad camera, on his
Byer’s 812 mount, May 1983.

Al Bowen & Steve Stayton on
the South Rim of Big Bend
National Park prior to TSP 1984

Al Bowen with 6” f/9
Apochromatic Refractor, 1985
TAS Picnic (Kaufman, TX). Photo
by Glen Deen.
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Al Bowen with author (Dave Hasenauer) at TSP 1990 (picture by Sharon Svoboda
Appelman)

Al Bowen at TSP 1991 (photo by Glen
Deen)

Al Bowen with Prof. Klaus Brasch (formerly with the Tulsa, OK
astronomy club) for the California Sunset Annular Eclipse
01/04/92 (with Sunny California sadly clouded out!)

Al Bowen’s final observing notes
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An excerpt from Al’s Spectrum article “A Wisp of Light”, on his Byers 812 mount purchased from Al’s family by the author,
along with Al’s 6” f/9 AP Refractor.

Dallas
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Looking Back: The Spectrum Through the Years
By Maggie Hutchison

Some brief notes from the Spectrum archives:
Al Bowen’s name first appeared on the T.A.S. membership roster, in the November, 1973, issue.
He served as a board member, vice president, and president serval times between 1974 and 1984.
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He wrote various article for the Spectrums, such as his November, 1974, with tips for buying a telescope. His article, A Wisp of Light,
was published in the February-March, 1976, edition of the Spectrum.

Dallas
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Tales from the TAS Dark Site
Pictures Can Only Tell You So Much
By Glenn Fitzgerald, Dark Site Manager

All pictures have stories behind them, but do you ever take the time to discover the story behind the photograph? We see pretty
photographs in magazines, on bill boards, on signs and even in TAS, we have members who take pretty photographs of the night sky.
We can only discover so much from a photograph. A photograph by itself can only show you the object, people in the photograph or
the place the photograph was taken. Have you asked a member about their photograph or why they choose a particular object to
photograph? Do you know who is in the photograph or why they are in a photograph?
Back in 2007 I made my first trip to the dark site, and I went into the Learning Center. On the wall was a photograph of two men
standing in a desert area. One of the men had suspenders on and an interesting little hat. The other man looked familiar but I could not
remember who he was or why he looked familiar. So, at that time I was wondered what was the story behind this picture.
About a year later I asked Phil Sanders who was in this picture on the wall in the Learning Center. Phil told me it was Al Bowen and
Richard Berry. “Wow,” I said. Richard Berry the former editor of Astronomy Magazine? And Phil said yes. Now I know why the second
man in the picture looked familiar. But I wondered who was Al Bowen and why was he in this picture? Phil went on to tell me the
observatory attached to the Learning Center was named the Al Bowen Observatory in his honor. Phil also told me that he died at the
Texas Star Party at Fort Davis in the early 1990’s. This information turned out to be just a small part of the story.
When I restarted the TAS Spectrum newsletter in 2011-2012, I was thinking about good subjects to discuss when I remembered the
photograph of Al Bowen. So I started to do research and it became an adventure of discovery. What a story there was behind that simple
little photograph!
The first thing I learned was Dave Hasenauer shared an office with Al while they worked at Texas Instruments (TI). Al had many friends at
TI. Dave Hasenauer was mentored by Al at TI and was his room mate at Texas Star Party (TSP) from 1982 to when AL passed away. It is
thirty years ago this month that Al Bowen passed away at theTSP. Al had a heart condition, so he had to be careful about which medicine
he took even for simple illnesses such as a cold. Well, at the last TSP that AL attended, he had a cold and went to the pharmacy to get
some medicine. Some people suspect that the medication that Al had taken that day interfered with his heart condition and while
driving, he had a fatal single car accident in Fort Davis. Al was in his late 40’s when he passed. This is all the information I know about his
accident.
While researching the article, I met many of Al’s friends in TAS. Al spent a lot of time and shared many meals with Glen Deen and his wile
Evelyn. The Deen’s spent so much time with Al that they thought of him as a member of their family. Since I wrote the article in 2012,
Glen Deen has passed away. I also talked with John Cotton and many other TAS members that I could find, but Glen Deen and Dave
Hasenauer had the most information about Al.
Our last clean up day was March 19,2022. I talked with Mike and Anna Plancheon. Mike shared with me that he, too, was a friend of Al
and he even had lunch with Al Bowen the day before Al’s fatal accident. Mike told me that Al started the Texas Give Away that took place
on Saturday night at the end of the Texas Star Party and it was made special by Al who was the MC for that event. Also, Mike told me that
Al loved astronomy swap meets and that you did not want to be late to one if Al was going. Al would purchase all the very good stuff as
quickly has he could.
What really struck me while researching the article on Al was the friendships he had in made in TAS. Everyone had fond memories of Al
and missed him. Reflecting on this again I realized how special are all these friendships were. I reflected about what friends I have made
over the years. I may not agree with every member all the time, but I love to work with others together and look past the differences
while respecting those differences this is what makes our relationships stronger. I have learned many things from TAS members, but to
me what stands out is how members are so willing to share their knowledge with each other, and this simple point is what I find so up
lifting and meaningful.
I often got lost in the night sky at the dark site when I was new. The number of stars you see at the dark site was so much more than what
I was use to in the Dallas area. It was a little easier to find the constellations in Dallas because there were so few bright stars that the
bright stars in each constellation were almost the only stars I saw. TAS members helped me find my way around the night sky for which I
am very thankful.
At the last TSP I attended, Richard Berry was the guest speaker. I had a subscription from Astronomy magazine from their beginning.
Having the opportunity to hear Richard Berry was very exciting. Richard remembered Al. I told him I had a picture of him with Al. Richard
never saw it so I sent him a copy. Richard told me that, over the years, many have take pictures with him but he has very few of those
pictures himself.
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May we all follow the example of the members that have passed on before us such as: Al Bowen who made everyone feel like his best
friend, John Wagoner who shared his love of astronomy with everyone, Bob Logue who reached out to everyone, Tom Noe who shared
his knowledge, time and telescope shop, Andy Wallace who used his knowledge of tax laws to protect TAS, Glen Deen’s service toTAS in
many positions and Joe Lumina’s excitement and enthusiasm for astronomy. I am sure there are many more example swe could follow
from past members and even today we have some fine examples that are being made right before our very eyes if we only look for
them. Gary Carter took care of John Wagoner after his serious accident. Dennis Wardell has great commitment to public out each,
Richard Brown cared for Jeff Burton after his stroke. Max Corneau served TAS in so many ways. Dave and Maggie Hutchison manage the
TAS newsletter and of course, all the members that come to serve as officers of TAS or clean up day help. I especially want to thank all
those who have helped develop and maintain the dark site over the years.
So the next time you look at a picture, try to imagine the story behind it. You just may be surprised by what you find.
Until next time, remember that for me, it is far better to share the night sky with others, then the alternative of standing in an empty field
looking up. However, whether alone or with others, observing the night is very inspiring,
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Glenn
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T.A.S. Notes
By T.A.S. Members

March Clean-Up Day at the Dark Site
By Glenn Fitzgerald, Dark Site Manager
We had a very successful clean up day at the dark today March 19, 2022.
Kelley Miller was able to mark and record the books in the library at the dark site.
Nathan Day discovered that we had some broken pipes in the world class outhouse again from the cold weather, but this time since the
water was off we had no water damage. Nathan was able to repair most of the pipes, but the faucet was leaking and needs to be
replaced. Nathan said he would get a new faucet and install it in the near future. So the water has been turned on, but only to the
outdoor faucet next to the outhouse. No water inside the outhouse until we replace the leaking faucet.
Dale Powell, Michael Rymer and others trimmed the trees around the picnic area.
Lint LaCour with help from others was able to install the new street signs for WagonerWay. We even put reflective tape on the pole for
the street sign.
Greg Jones was able to clean up around the sites main power pole and clean up part of the tool shed such that we had access to the
power panel on the south side of the shed nearest to the learning center and the new bunk. Also, Greg was at the site by 10am and got
things moving for the cleanup day. Greg did a great job filling in for me in the morning.
And last, but by far not the least, we all worked together to take down the solar shower next to the world class outhouse.
We also had help from Nathan Day’s wife Gretchen too. Gretchen was a big help with taking down the solar shower.
At the end of the day Mike and Anna Plancheon came out and helped close up the dark site.
As you can see we had a very successful clean up day and we are now ready for the electrician to start on Phase 0 of the observing field’s
electrical upgrade.
Here is the list of those who helped out today:
Dale Powell
Lint LaCour
Michael Rymer
Greg Jones
Kelley Miller
Nathan and Gretchen Day
Mike and Anna Plancheon
A special thank you to all who made today a success.
Glenn

Photos by Glenn of the clean-up:
1. Lint LaCour at the Wagoner Way sign by the public pads.
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Photos by Glenn, continued
Top to bottom, left to right:
2. Michael, Nathan, Gretchen, Dale
and Greg disassembling the solar
shower.
3. Wagoner Way sign at entrance.
4. Trees trim at the picnic area.
5. Greg and Dale at the shed that we
started to cleanup
6. Gretchen, Nathan and Greg after
the solar shower came down
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From Lint LaCour, T.A.S. Vice President:
A big thanks to Nathan and Michael for helping me install the Wagoner Way signs at the dark site cleanup day yesterday. Here are my
sign pics. The 10' poles are installed 2' deep, so the signs are 8' up. The signs look small on top of the poles in that big area, but they
otherwise look good. Thanks to Glenn for selecting the position for the sign by the entrance. People will see them driving in and
leaving. I also hung a framed "Wagoner Way" article by the door in the Learning Center just as you walk in. That was about the only
place for it.
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OBSERVING NOTES: April 5, 2022
By Gary Allen
I looked up yesterday morning and noticed a small area of glowing rainbow-like colors in the clouds below the sun. I could only see part
of the halo below the sun due to the overall brightness in the sky around the sun. Without sunglasses and a ball cap to block the sun,
you could barely see that. I pulled out the trusty iPhone and took several shots hoping that the camera could see better than I did.
Somehow it did and a full halo was captured. Lightroom helped lower the haziness and helped to bring out a little better contrast.
Interestingly enough, Wikipedia says that atmospheric optical phenomena were used as part of weather lore, which was an empirical
means of weather forecasting before meteorology was developed. They often do indicate that rain will fall within the next 24 hours, since
the cirrostratus clouds that cause the halos can signify an approaching frontal system. Ice crystals in those clouds gave us our halo.
And by the way, it did rain last night.
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Waz Up!
By Chaz Hafey

May 15-16, 2022, Total Lunar Eclipse
A lunar eclipse occurs when the moon moves into the shadow of the Earth. Most of the time the moon moves just above or below the
Earth's shadow as it orbits. But a couple of times a year the moon travels into the earth’s shadow. There is a lighter part of the earth’s
shadow called the penumbra and a darker part of the shadow called the umbra. When the moon moves completely into the umbra
shadow of the earth, we have a total lunar eclipse.
The eclipse on May 15-16, 2022, is a Total Lunar Eclipse.
The last Total Lunar Eclipse visible in Dallas was on May 26, 2021. The next Total Lunar Eclipse visible from Dallas will be on November 8,
2022.
May 15-16, 2022 Eclipse Summary:
Moon enters penumbra
Moon enters umbra
Totality begins
Mid eclipse
Totality ends
Moon leave umbra
Moon leaves penumbra

8:32 pm CDT - Difficult to notice
9:28 pm CDT - Eclipse becomes visible
10:29 pm CDT - Moon completely inside Earth's shadow
11:11 pm CDT
11:54 pm CDT
12:55 am CDT (May 16)
1:51 am CDT

North Texas will see the entire eclipse if the weather is clear.
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May 2, 2022 – conjunction of Pleiades, Moon
and Mercury (WNW)

May 6, 2022 – conjunction of Saturn and Vesta
(ESE)

May 18, 2022 – conjunction of Mars and
Neptune
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May 24, 2022 – conjunction Moon, Mars and
Jupiter

May 27, 2022 – conjunction Moon and Venus

May 29b, 2022 – conjunction Moon, Mercury
and Pleiades (ENE)
May 29a, 2022 – conjunction Jupiter and Mars

May Meteors
sources - American Meteor Society - http://www.amsmeteors.org/ and
International Meteor organization - http://www.imo.net/
The International Astronomical Union (IAU) has a list of over 800 different meteor showers that have been observed and proposed that
you can find at https://www.ta3.sk/IAUC22DB/MDC2007/Roje/roje_lista.php?corobic_roje=0&sort_roje=0 . Only some of them are
highlighted here in this article.
Eta Aquariids
Active from April 19th to May 28th
(peak night May 5-6)
Radiant: RA 22:32 – Decl 1°
ZHR: 55,
Velocity: 42 miles/sec (swift - 66.9km/sec),
Parent Object: 1P/Halley
This stream is associated with Comet 1P/Halley, like the Orionids of October. Shower meteors are only visible for a few hours before
dawn essentially from tropical and southern hemisphere sites. The radiant culminates near 8h local time. Useful results may be obtained
even from places around 40◦ N latitude. The shower is one of the best for southern observers and would benefit from increased
observer activity generally. The fast and often bright meteors make the wait for radiant-rise worthwhile, and many events leave persistent
trains. A relatively broad maximum, sometimes with a variable number of submaxima, occurs around May 5/6. IMO analyses of visual
data collected since 1984 have shown that ZHRs are generally above 30 in the period May 3–10. The peak rates appear to be variable on
a roughly 12-year timescale. Assuming this Jupiter-influenced cycle is real, the next high level returns may occur in the years 2020–2022.
Recent peak ZHRs were: 2008 ≈85, 2009 ≈70, 2017≈75 2018 ≈60, 2019 ≈50 (preliminary).
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Eta Lyrids (145 ELY)
Active: May 3–14;
(peak night May 8- 9)
Radiant: RA 19h 8m, Decl +43
ZHR = 3;
Velocity: 43 miles/sec (swift – 68 km/sec),
Parent Object: Comet C/1983 H1 IRAS-Araki-Alcock.
This weak shower is associated with Comet C/1983 H1 IRAS-Araki-Alcock. Most of the recent observational data on it has come from
video results, which have suggested the maximum might fall on May 11. There is little evidence from visual observations as yet. Video as
well as careful visual plotting will be needed to separate any potential Eta-Lyrids from the sporadics. The general radiant area is usefully
on-view all night from the northern hemisphere (primarily).
Tau Herculids (061 TAH)
Active: end May to early June;
(peak night May 31-June 1)
ZHR: unknown
Radiant: RA 13 56m, Decl +28
Velocity: 16 km/s
Parent Object: 73P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 3
This shower is caused by meteoroids released from comet 73P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 3 (short SW3). Shortly after SW3 was
discovered in 1930, a possible meteor shower was predicted when the Earth passed close to the comets node. The available data from
1930 showed no conclusive confirmation of activity (see Rao, 2021). The assumed radiant position near Tau Her led to the shower
designation, although the expected radiant now is in western Bootes at the border to Canes Venatici. The extremely low entry velocity
causes a considerable zenith attraction of the radiant position, but also makes it an obvious criterion for the shower association. End
1995, a breakup of SW3 was observed, producing fresh trails of dust. Shortly before the comet reaches its perihelion on 2022 August 25,
the Earth may encounter SW3 dust. Several model calculations have been published, concerning dust of the 1995 trail and others. The
respective results for the 1995 dust encounter in 2022 are:
May 31, 04:55 UT
May 31, 05:17 UT
May 31, 05:04 UT
Sato adds: the density of the trail is estimated to be low because of the large ejection velocity. However, we may be able to see a meteor
storm because a lot of dust is expected due to the breakup". Dust from the 1990 and 2001 trails which are in the vicinity of the Earth
close to the same time is too far away to cause activity.
The very low entry velocity of the meteoroids (V1 = 16 km/s) will also have a significant etc. For example, a (typical) meteoroid mass
range of 10mg { 1 g causes TAH-meteors of +6.7 to +2.1 mag; the same meteoroids entering the atmosphere at Geminid velocity would
appear at +3.4 to -1 mag or +0.4 to -4 mag if entering at the Leonids' velocity. However, the mass distribution of the TAH meteoroids is
unknown. The event will be best visible in parts of North and entire Central America (optimum of radiant elevation and darkness: roughly
southern California, Mexico to Texas).
Since there are other trails (from previous perihelia and other fragments) approaching the Earth,it is worth to collect data between May
28 and June 1. For example, dust from the 1892 and 1897 trails may occur between May 30, about 16UT and May 31, about 10UT.

Comets:
Comet brightness can change so quickly that the printed word (or electronic newsletter) can become outdated even before it is
published. So, I have not included comet information here, but I do have some websites for you to try for comet up to date information.
https://in-the-sky.org/comets.php
http://www.heavens-above.com/Comets.aspx?lat=32.783&lng=-96.800&loc=Dallas&alt=137&tz=CST
http://www.aerith.net/comet/weekly/current.html
http://www.aerith.net/comet/future-n.html
Fireballs or bolides (bright meteors):
https://www.amsmeteors.org/
Satellites:
https://www.heavens-above.com/
(knowing your exact latitude, longitude and elevation will give you very accurate results)
Aurora:
https://www.spaceweatherlive.com/en/auroral-activity
Solar Activity:
https://www.spaceweatherlive.com/en/solar-activity
Starmaps
Free starmaps - http://skymaps.com/downloads.html
Free astronomy computer program - http://www.stellarium.org/
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May 2022 Occultations
(source - software “Occult 4.5”)
Please note - Occultation predictions are for Brookhaven College. At other locations event times will be different and events may not
occur at all. An occultation by the moon is when the moon passes between the earth and a star or planet and blocks or “occults” our
view of that object.
Occultation Legend:
Date
y – year
m – month
d- day
Time (in CST)
h- hour
m-minute
s-second
P- Phenomena – d or D means a disappearance, r or R means a re-appearance, m – means a near miss occultation, Gr means the star will
graze the side of the moon
Star No – Star XZ identification number
Mag v – visual magnitude
% illum – percent illumination of the moon, positive numbers is waxing moon, negative numbers is waning moon
Sun Alt – sun’s altitude in degrees, if positive then sun is above horizon
Moon Alt – moon’s altitude in degrees
Moon Az – Moon’s azimuth in degrees
CA deg – Cusp Angle – how many degrees away from the terminator where the event occurs, N- means northern side of moon, S –
means southern side of moon, negative numbers mean the bright side of the moon, positive means dark side of moon
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TAS BoD Meeting Minutes
By Nathan Day, TAS Secretary

Board Meeting – March 17, 2022
Scheduled: 6:30 p.m. – 8:30 p.m. on Zoom
Start Time 6:33 PM
BOD Meeting was held via Zoom Meetings
Minutes by Nathan Day, TAS Secretary
Attendance:
President: Tammy Onufreiczuk – present
Vice-President: Lint LaCour – present
Secretary: Nathan Day – present
Treasurer: Daniela Grushevska - not present
Directors:
Jerry Basset - present
Lloyd Lashbrook - not present
Bill Moser – present
Dona Mularkey - present
Michael Rymer - present
Dennis Wardell – present
Also in attendance
Kelley Miller
Greg Jones
Gary Carter
Huey Stevens
Agenda
1. Call to Order
2. Reports
A. Officers
1). President – Tammy Onufreiczuk
a)

Lloyd Lashbrook emailed a resignation from all of his positions.

a.

Tammy will ask the membership for volunteers for his positions.

a)

Background checks board members

i.

Pres, VP, Secretary, Treasurer complete

ii.

4/5 Directors complete

b)

Insurance policy renewals

i.

Directors & Officers Liability

a.

Policy Term: 03/28/2022 - 03/28/2023

b.

Carrier: Scottsdale Indemnity Company
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c.

Renewal Premium: $793.00 + 3.25% for CC payment or no fee for ACH payment

ii.

Commercial Package

a.

Policy Term: 04/02/2022-04/02/2023

b.

Carrier: Scottsdale Insurance Company

c.

Renewal Premium: $2554.60 + 3.25% for CC payment or no fee for ACH payment

iii.

The costs are within the budget for this year. Tammy will present information to the membership at the next general
meeting.

c)

Review outstanding audit action items

a.

#3 move lifetime funds - not done; Gary will see what it takes for this to happen with Fidelity.

b.

#5 Policy insurance documents to be sent to Secretary - not done. Daniela and Nathan are working on it

c.

#8 fixtures to be added to insurance - done.

d.

#10 verify and label assets at Atoka like Meade Lightbridge – outstanding; Gary has the tags

e.

#11 work party to review equipment at Atoka - not done - go through closet to determine what we want to keep/offer to
members/post to Cloudy Nights

f.

#13 Lease site manager verify lease site list matches the portal. - not done. Tammy still needs to coordinate time with Gary
Carter to get documentation.

g.

#15 BOD discuss administration of new linked in account - not done. Club should create social media account coordinator

d)

Outstanding to-do list:

iii.

Logo refresh, still in progress. Enamel pins discussed.

iv.

Review/update TAS documents on the website and in the corporate dropbox – Lint/Tammy/Luis to do initial hunt

e)

COVID and in-person meetings – are we ready? https://dshs.texas.gov/coronavirus/AdditionalData.aspx

a.

Nathan made a motion, seconded by Michael to restart the public outreach star parties. Motion passed unanimously.

b.

Lint will reach out to our UTD contact to see if we have rooms available and can meet in person.

i.

Club may need to own own wireless microphone and laser pointer

2) Vice-President – Lint LaCour
-

a.

Upcoming Speakers
In March Dr. Michael Pierce, University of Wyoming Physics Dept. will speak on Exoplanets. In April, Dr. Matt Siegler ,
Planetary Science Institute and SMU Professor will speak.

b.

Wagoner Way sign will be installed Saturday, March 19.

3) Secretary – Nathan Day
a.

A 10” Meade and 5” Celestron have been offered to the club as a donation. Nathan will follow up.

4) Treasurer – Daniela Grushevska:
a.

No Report

B. Directors
1) Dona Mularkey – Nothing To Report
2) Jerry Bassett - Nothing To Report
3) Michael Rymer - Nothing To Report
4) Bill Moser - Nothing To Report
5) Dennis Wardell – Nothing To Report.
C. Appointed Positions
1) JTAS Coordinator - Teen TAS / Junior TAS - Kevin Cobble (Cathy Hao – backup):
a. No report.
2) Membership Coordinator/AL – Luis Santana
a. No Report
3) Website/Forums/Membership Management Portal – Gabe Cardona, Luis Santana, Ed Flaspoehler.
4) Dark Site Manager – Glenn Fitzgerald (until replacement found)
a.

Glenn not present.
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b.

Glenn taking time away from Atoka; need backup plan

a)

Schedule Danny to to change the gate code, grub treatment, and road treatment for grass in early April.

b)

Need a volunteer to find new termite company since Terminix fired - Lint volunteered

c)

Phase 0 work progress – Glenn, Greg, Jason

a.

Work day planned for Saturday, 3/19

b.

In contact with electrician will hopefully finish project soon.

d)

Tammy has new red LED light bulbs, 7 bug bombs, rat poison, and new signs.

e)

Bunks Project – Gary Carter

a)

Possible April 1 delivery date

f)

Future of the dangerous roll-off and rescuing the Dob inside –

i.

If time allows and we have enough volunteers, look at it on Saturday, 3/19

h)

Future of old bunkhouse

i.

Site manager and equipment manager to investigate state of old bunkhouse

ii.

Would like to repurpose as storage for amateur telescope making

i)

Dark site restroom options – new committee – no response from general meeting; on hold until we get volunteers

5) Observatory Steward – Dave Hutchison (until replacement found)
a.

Bowen Observatory update - dome requires some work to fix.

6) Lease Site Coordinator – Tammy
a.

Tammy working transition with Gary Carter who has the records.

7) Spectrum Editor – Maggie Hutchison
Next month’s Spectrum will be dedicated to Al Bowen
8) Astronomical League Awards Coordinator – (Open)
a.

Gary Carter volunteered to fill in on an interim basis, Huey Stevens also volunteered to help.

9) Librarian – Kelley Miller
a.

Finished cataloging and tagging all 871 books in DFW library into Tinycat, will go to Atoka to catalog and tag books at the
dark site March 19. Kelley did a demonstration of the web site and will present at the April meeting.

b.

Kelley is happy to host the library in her house for the next couple years, but a long term solution will be required

10) Historian – Gary Carter
11) Public Observing Coordinator – Matt Cooper/Huey Stevens:
12) Star Party Hosts
13) TAS Greeter/Membership Engagement – Bill Butt
14) Social Media Coordinator – Open
15) Legal Advisor – Chris Cunningham
Special Interest Groups (SIGs)
APSIG Coordinator - Astrophotography + Beginner's - Frank Castanho
HAMSIG Coordinators - HAM Radio - Chaz Hafey and Kelley Miller
ObSIG Coordinator - Beginner Observing / Observing - Lloyd Lashbrook
SciSIG Coordinator - Science - Dave Hutchison
ATMSIG Coordinator - Amateur Telescope Makers - (idle)
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Meeting adjourned at 8:15.
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TAS General Meeting Minutes
By Nathan Day, TAS Secretary

TAS General Meeting Minutes
Date: 3/25/2022
Start Time: 7:30 PM
The March, 2022 TAS General Meeting was conducted via a virtual meeting using Zoom Meeting instead of in person due to the
outbreak of the COVID-19 Coronavirus.
President Tammy Onufreiczuk moderated the meeting.
Approximately 42 members were virtually in attendance
A. Call to Order: 7:32 pm
B. Welcome of New Members and Guests:
C. Speaker for March: Dr. Michael Pierce, University of Wyoming Physics Dept. presented his research on Exoplanets using FHiRE: A New
Precision Radial Velocity Spectrograph for the University of Wyoming 2.3m telescope.
D. Reports of Officers and Appointed Positions:
1. President - Tammy Onufreiczuk: Not present
•

Open Positions, email president@texasastro.org if interested:
•

Director to server on Board of Directors

•

OBSIG Leader

•

Astronomical League Awards Coordinator

•

Atoka Dark Site Manager

•

Observatory Steward

•

Social Media Coordinator

•

BOD voted to resume public outreach. Volunteers will need to go through a background check

•

Board members and volunteers need background checks every two years. Email president@texasastro.org for a
link. Members asked BOD to discuss frequency of checks.

•

Bunk beds are expected be delivered in early May.

•

Insurance Renewals:

•

•

Directors and Officers Liability: Policy Term 3/28/2022 to 3/28/2023; Renewal $793 (last year)

•

Commercial Package: Policy Term 4/2/2022 to 4/2/2023; Renewal $2554.60

•

Total $3347.60 ($3213.31 budgeted for 2021-22)

There was a workday at Atoka on 3/19/2022
•

Space around power pole was cleaned up

•

Wagoner Way signs were installed

•

Outhouse pipe was repaired

•

Trees near picnic are were trimmed

•

Solar shower was taken down

•

Participants were: Larry Amman, Dale Powell, Lint LaCour, Greg Jones, Kelley Miller, Nathan Day, Gretchen
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Day, Mike Plancheon, Anna Plancheon, Glenn Fitzgerald
•

Some Astro Snapshots were shown. If you have any casual pictures of Astro phenomena, post to Facebook or send
them to president@texasastro.org (no serious astrophotos)

•

Astronomical League Observing Program of the Month: Asterism Observing Program

2. Vice President – Lint LaCour:
• Future programs - In April, Dr. Matt Siegler , Planetary Science Institute and SMU Professor will speak.
3. Treasurer - Daniela Grushevska: $22,819.09 in checking; $44,894.29 in savings; $67,713.38 total
4. Secretary - Nathan Day: Minutes are posted in the TAS Spectrum newsletter. TAS was offered a 10” Mead and 5” Celestron
that was accepted on behalf of the club. The 10” Meade will go to Atoka and the 5” Celestron may be used as a loaner
scope.
5. JTAS - Kevin Cobble: no report
6. Membership Coordinator - Luis: 740 active members. The member statistics are available at https://public.tableau.com/
app/profile/luis2384/viz/TexasAstronomicalSocietyofDallas-MemberhsipCounts/Dashboard1
7. Website - Ed Flaspoehler: No report.
8. Dark Site Manager - Glenn Fitzgerald:
a. The site is ready for the electrician being coordinated by Greg Jones
b. Lint is helping Glenn find a new termite company.
c. Possibility of getting grub treatment and road treatment soon.
d. Water is turned on.
9. Lease Site manager – Tammy Onufreiczuk: will work with Gary Carter to get records from previous manager
10.Observatory Steward – Dave Hutchison: Need to find a replacement as Dave doesn’t have enough time. The dome in the
Al Bowen observatory is currently broken.
11.Public Outreach Coordinator – Matt Cooper/Huey Stevens: No report. Start parties will be restarting soon.
12.Scope Loaner Program - Dennis Wardell: Email star_browser@hotmail.com for access.
13.APSIG – Frank Castanho: No report. Members interested in astrophotography should send an email to
fcastanho@verizon.net if you are interested in joining either the APSIG Group or Beginners APSIG Group. APSIG meets
First Tuesday of the month at 6 pm. Beginners APSIG meets 1st and 3rd Monday at 7pm.
14.Librarian - Kelley Miller: Not present. Kelley will be presenting the online catalog in an upcoming meeting. The library
needs a long-term home (currently at Kelley’s house)
15.Social Media Coordinator: New position, looking for a media-savvy volunteer
16.Spectrum - Maggie Hutchinson: No report. The April issue will be dedicated to Al Bowen. Please send any relevant info to
Maggie.
17.OBSIG – Open position
18.ATMSIG: No Report
19.SCISIG: Dave Hutchison: No Report
20.HamSig: HAMSIG SKYNET meets every Saturday night at 9 pm on 146.88 MHZ PL tone 110.9 or http://www.w5fc.org .
HAMSIG has been meeting since 2011.
21.IDA, Night Sky Network: No Report.
22.Historian - Gary Carter: There will be a memorial luncheon to honor John Wagoner in March. Contact Gary at
gary.carter@fairviewtx.biz. Looking for info on Al Bowen and Phil Rivard for an updated memorial at the dark site.
23.Send snapshots of astronomical events (not Astrophotos) please send to president@texasastro.org. Lint put an article in
the Spectrum about viewing thin crescent moons.
E. Constellation of the Month
Chaz Hafey gave a humorous and informative presentation on upcoming celestial events as well as Puppis, March’s Constellation
of the Month
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F. General Meeting adjourned at 10:14 PM
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Star Parties and Observing Opportunities
By Matt Cooper, Outreach Coordinator

Attention:
T.A.S. has resumed in-person star parties. For more specific and up-to-date information, check the T.A.S. Website.
T.A.S. holds several regular monthly Star Parties where our members get together to observe and educate about the night sky
•

StarGeezer's Star Party: Spring Park in Garland; first Saturday of each month.

•

Frisco Starfest: Frisco Commons Park in Frisco; second Saturday of each month.

•

Cedar Hill Starbolt: JW Williams Park in Cedar Hill; Third Saturday of each month.

T.A.S. holds a variety of other public outreach events. For the most up-to-date information, please visit the TAS Calendar of Events on the
Texas Astronomical Society webpage:
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Please Remember to call the TAS public observing hot line to check on the status of any T.A.S. event on the calendar by calling (214)
800- 6000 on the day of the event to be sure the event has not been canceled or rescheduled
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Special Interest Groups
(ObSIG) Observing Special Interest Group. - ON HOLD
If your biggest interest in astronomy lies with getting to see interesting objects through a telescope (particularly through your own
telescope) then this is the group for you. We intend to create a greater interest in visual observing and hold monthly meetings to discuss
our most interesting finds. Once the new group comes together we can decide on which area to concentrate our attention for the
upcoming month.
For more information, contact: [currently looking for a new host]
APSIG (Astrophotography Special Interest Group)
Beginner’s APSIG – an extension of APSIG, with separate meetings
The APSIG is led by Frank Castanho. This group meets to discuss the latest in the art and science of Astrophotography. Each meeting
includes a talk about the subject for the month and includes sharing astro photographs. At the conclusion of the meeting, the group
frequently moves to the local ‘Mi Cocina’ to finish the night on a high note.
For more information, follow this link or for more information about the Beginner’s group, contact: Frank Castanho
SciSIG (Science Special Interest Group)
Science with Scopes
Purpose: to generate excitement about doing amateur science. The group meeting monthly at the cafe at the Plano Central Market.
Please contact Dave Hutchison for more information, if you would like to join the fun!
HAMSIG (HAM radio operators Special Interest Group)
HAMSIG was revived by Joe Lalumia and features Sky- net on the DARC repeater (146.88 MHz PL tone 110.9) on Saturday nights,
starting at 9 PM. More Hams and astronomers are welcome to join in!
You do not need to be a licensed radio operator to lis- ten. From the www.w5fc.org website:
SKYNET!!!! 9PM CT – 10:30PM CT
2-Meter Repeater W5FC: 146.880MHz, PL 110.9, –
Echolink: W5FC-R, node 37247.
Youtube.com Search “DARC Skynet” Facebook.com Search “DARC Skynet”
Twitch.tv Search “KE5ICX”
ObSIG (Observing SIG)
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This is a new Special Interest Group aimed at visual observations. The group is let by TAS’ Observing Coordinator Lloyd Lashbrook.
Lloyd has also earned the distinguished title of Master Observer at the Astronomy League. The SIG meets regularly on Zoom to discuss
objects in the sky that are currently observable.
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Spectrum Contributors
EDITOR:
Maggie Hutchison
TASSpectrumEd@gmail.com
The T.A.S. Spectrum is published monthly by the Texas Astronomical Society of Dallas. As always, we are looking for articles and photos
from members. Not only do we want The Spectrum to reflect all of the activities of the club, but also to serve as an educational tool for
new members and for those outside of T.A.S. who want to learn about astronomy and eventually join us.
The deadline for articles and information for the May Spectrum is April 30th..
Articles must be submitted as unformatted word documents (fonts, etc. will be changed as part of edit process) and should include
pictures or diagrams. Pictures and diagrams should be at least 800 pixels wide and should be sent as separate files. Aspect ratio of
pictures should be 3:2 or 16:9. Pictures that don’t meet that requirement may be scaled or cropped to fit into the publication. Do note
that graphics text in pictures do not scale well and may not be suitable for publication.
Note: astro advertisements by club members are also welcome. Advertisements require that member contact information be posted in
the publication.
For photos, please include your name, equipment used, and any other photo information you would like included.
All photos and illustrations included with articles should be those of the author and it should be noted as such.
If including photos/illustrations from other sources, please be sure that you have permission to use the material and list your sources.
The opinions expressed by the contributors to the Spectrum do not necessarily reflect the opinions of T.A.S. T.A.S. Members receive an
electronic version of The Spectrum.
If you have questions about The Spectrum or want to submit an article or photographs please contact: TASSpectrumEd@gmail.com
CONTRIBUTORS THIS MONTH:
•

Gary Allen

•

Nathan Day

•

Glenn Fitzgerald

•

Chaz Hafey

•

David Hasenauer

•

Lint LaCour

•

Dona Murlarkey

•

Tammy Onufreiczuk
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Title header and other banner or title photos, unless noted otherwise, are by Dave Hutchison or Maggie Hutchison
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Contact TAS
President
Tammy Onufreiczuk

president@texasastro.org

Vice President
Lint LaCour

vp@texasastro.org

Secretary
Nathan Day

Secretary@texasastro.org

Treasurer
Daniela Grushevska

Treasurer@texasastro.org

Directors at Large
Jerry Bassett
Lloyd Lashbrook
Bill Moser
Dona Mularkey
Grady Muldrow
Michael Rymer
Dennis Wardell
Appointed Positions
Membership Coordinator/ ALCOR
Luis Santana
Membership@TexasAstro.org
Librarian
Kelley Miller

mayor@kelleytexas.com

Dark Sky Site Manager
Glenn Fitzgerald
Lease Pad Coordinator
(Open appointment)
Public Observing Coordinator
Matt Cooper
tasobserving@gmail.com
Observatory Steward:
Dave Hutchison
Historian
Gary Carter
Astronomical League Awards
Lloyd Lashbrook
Website/OMMS/Forums/I.T.:
Gabe Cardona, Luis Santana, Ed Flaspoehler
Membership Engagement:
Bill Butt
Spectrum Editor:
Maggie Hutchison
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About Texas Astronomical Society of Dallas
Purpose:
The Society was chartered in 1955. The purpose of this organization is to promote interest and research, and to give instruction, in the
science of astronomy and related disciplines
Information Packet and Membership Application:
The T.A.S. Information Packet and Membership Application is available for download in PDF format. To view this document you will need
Adobe Acrobat reader. If you haven't already, download your free reader now from Adobe. Visit the TAS website for more information.
Membership:
Membership is open to anyone having an interest in astronomy and related subjects. Annual dues are $50 (individual); add $4 for each
additional family member. The dues include subscriptions to The Spectrum and The Reflector. You may apply online to join.
Meetings:
CURRENTLY (until further notice): Meetings are held on the FOURTH FRIDAY of every month (except, November and December) via
ZOOM. Meeting information is sent by Constant Contact the week of the meeting.
Summary of Benefits:
Unlimited access to the club's observing site near Atoka, Oklahoma. This site includes:
•

Restroom facilities

•

Running water (except during winter months)

•

Solar heated shower

•

Space for overnight camping

•

Dark, smog-free skies

•

Available to members at all times

•

The Spectrum, the T.A.S. monthly newsletter.

•

The Reflector, the Astronomical League quarterly national newsletter.

Various Special Interest Groups (SIGS):
•
APSIG / Beginners’ APSIG Astrophotography
•

ATMSIG

Amateur Telescope Makers

•

Public Observing

•

HAMSIG

•

ObSIG - Observing

•

SciSIG - citizen science

HAM Radio operators

Monthly meetings with slide shows, films, guest speakers, beginners talks, equipment displays, flea markets for equipment, and an
extensive astronomical library with books, slides, and charts available for loan.
Advice and help from other club members on building and purchasing telescopes, using binoculars, observing celestial objects,
astrophotography, computer applications ...and much more!!
For more information, or to request an Information Packet and Membership Application, contact TAS at Apply Online to join.
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